
FASHION EXPERIENCE
Arrival at an historical Villa, an authentic jewel of elegance and style, set between hills rich
of Mediterranean vegetation and the waters of the Gulf of Gaeta.
Shopping contest: just for fashion people!
Luxury Tour: the best of the Mega Fashion Brand (Armani, Moschino, Dolce&Gabbana…).
Outlet Tour: from 30% up to 70% discount of the main Fashion Brands.
Artisan Shopping Tour: looking for the traditional heritage of artisan workshops and ateliers
of Sperlonga, a charming little seaside borgo perched on the coast between Rome and
Naples. Its historic center with its whitewashed houses and maze of narrow stairway
streets, leading to unexpected terraces with beautiful views, is lovely to explore on foot!
Contact us to know more about the contest and its final Award…
Private cocktail and dinner in a restaurant placed in the hearth of historical center of
Gaeta. Into a 13th century building, guests will taste a drink in a magnificent little square
outside the restaurant and a traditional seafood menu in the main hall magnificently
painted.
Overnight at the Villa.

SECOND DAY: VINTAGE VESPA RACE
Discover the secrets of the most mysterious among the Pontine islands: vintage vespa race
in Ventotene!
Private transfers by hydrofoil from the Formia port.
Vespa bikes from 50’s and ‘60’s, professional drivers and five stops around the main
attractions of the Island.
Lunch in a typical Locanda.
Private transfers by hydrofoil on Formia in the afternoon.
Cocktail by the swimming pools surrounded by a park, which overlooks the Gulf of
Gaeta.
Exclusive visit of an authentic ancient roman domus, where guests can enjoy the cultural
and artistic tour with private guides and a flute of Italian sparkling Wine!
Splendid gala dinner at the chapel of the Villa, exquisitely painted, where the
magnificent architectures still narrate of ancient and happy happenings.
Meeting & congress venue: fully equipped and functional Auditorium of 150 pax.
Overnight at the Villa.

THIRD DAY: DEPARTURE
Departure with private transfer (deluxe buses or limousine service) to the airport.
Assistance during check-in.

REQUEST YOUR PERSONALIZED “FASHION & SECRET” PROGRAM


